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tions and its plan to dismantle the rebel
army.
The five Central American presidents
still face the task of getting the rebel%
and theirli&eponsors to go along with
the accords and of verifying Nicaraguan
compliance on elections.
Contra spokespersons insisted they
-Mat be part of negotiating their own
fate.
'.4A lot of people put themselves out
on a limb by signing this," Contra
leader Adolfo Cater° said Wednesday.
Presidents Daniel Ortega of
Nicaragua, Jose Azcona Hoyo f Hon-
duras, Oscar Arias_ of Costa Rica,
Vinicio Cerezo of Guatemala and Jose
$2.6 million offered
for death of Rushdie
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Denise Allsop (left). bosiogga milli Leslie Doolittle, who took over as editor Feb. 1
Yearbook future uncertairi
Editor confident about completing this year's issue,
but concerns over continuity, funding remain
by Andy Bean
Staff Writer
The future of the University of Maine year-
book is uncertain.
Margaret Nagle. chairperson of the student
publications committee, said the yearbook,
Prism, lacks student • • continui-
ty and financial support- -
"We came to January with
on the yearbook, very little mosey, 110
and no editor," Nagle said:
Leslie Doolittle was hired as the editor Feb.
I laean ,*are. She reped Dna House igned 
in the middle of November.
Because of the turnover, the staff only has
three months to put the boolt_logether instead
of the usual year.
The time period makes Doolittle nervous,
but she is confident the yearbook will be
completed.
": :-.ant to do this, and I want to do this
right," she said. "I want to put out a good
book, that's the least people deserve."
House, the former editor, said she was
hired in June without an interview. She receiv-
ed-slater Mint the bad been given the job.
An interview with the publications commit-
tee, she said, would have helped her to unders-
tand what the job entailed.
had no chance to ask questions," she
said. "I was. lost. I didn't know what I had
been hired to do."
(see PRISM part
page 9
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Contra leaders skeptical
56 killed during
election violence
in Sri Lanka
COLUMBO, Sri Lanka (AP)
— Terrorists killed at least 56
people Wednesday during the
first parliamentary RieCtialli In
11 years, police reported.
One victim was a Cabinet
minister's-son. Another was a
cyclist seen !yin.' dead in tilt
road, shot from a passing car
minutes after he voted.
Extremist gaup attacked
election officials and assuahed
several polling places with
bombs and gunfire, wounding
at leas! 20 people, authorities
reported. — -
The government announced
a nationwide overnight curfew
beginning at 9 p.m. "in order
to assist security forces to im-
plement law and order."
Election officials said about
65 percent of the 9.3 million
eligible voters cast ballots
despite the violence and threats
of intimidation from Sinhalese
and Tamil extremists. OnJy 55
percent voted in the pres
election in December.
Nine political parties and 10
independent groups competed
for the 225 seats in the new
Parliament. Results were ex-
pected Thursday.
Police blamed terrorists of
--the Sinhalese majority for 47
killings, including that of
Jayantha Mallimarachichlb
whose jeep was ambushed in a
Columbo suburb. His father
Weerasinghe is fuel minister.
Officials said police killed
seven Sinhalese who attacked
polling stations and two people_
were reported killed by Tamil
terrorists in northern -Sri-
Lanka, stronghold of the ethnic
minority.
Sinhalese extremists began an
antigovernment campaign: In
July 1987 and opposing the
elections was part of it.
They say the government has
given too much to Tamil rebels,
who seek an independent
homeland in the north and cast,
in an attemp et li enti the pthnie
civil war that has taken at least
8,500 lives since 1983.
Tamils, who are
predominantly Hindu and
make up 18 percent of Sri
Lanka's 16 million people,
claim discrimination by the
Sinhalese, most of whom are
Buddhist. The Sinhalese, 75
percent of the population, con-
trol the government and
military.
More than 1,500 have been
killed in the backlash from ex-
tremists in the Sinhalese com-
munity, and cleciton had been-
postponed because of the ethnic
warfare.
Most of the violer
Wednesday was in the southern
and central regions, the
Sinhalese heartland of this
14sland offha tip of India,
which was renounced for tran-
quil beaches, gemstones and tea
before the ethnic -warfare
began.
about summit 
_agreement
SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador (AP) Napoleod ,Dsarte of El Salvador an-
- Nicaraguan rebel leaders Wednesday----nounced Tuesdaithey agreed to develop
reacted skeptically to the Central a plan within 90 days to demobilize and
American summit's agreement on elee- dismantle the I 1,000-strong Contra
army.
Ortega also promised to advance na-
tional and local elections from
November 1990 to February of that year
and open the electoral process to the op-
position. He said he would permit
United Nations observers, but the
presidents were unable to agree on a
serificition pineedute:-
The two major components of the ac-
cord were presented as unilateral
•
agreements. . 
Nicaragua's promise to hold elections
does not formally depend on what hap-
pens to the Contras, although San-
dinista spokespersons made it clear they
expect the Contras to be gone by the
time electoral reform begins.
Neither the United States nor the
rebels are parties to the accord, although
neither-rejected it outright.
"We are neither rejecting nor en-
thusiastically promoting this action."
Calero said.
An estimated 11,000 Contra fighters
and several thousand family members
are in Honduras along the border with
Nicaragua, many of them vowing to
fight on. They ran out of ammunition
and moved" WO tht camprafter the
United States suspended military aid last
_—
February.
The Honduran army would have a
difficult time ejecting the battle-
hardened guerrillas by force, and Hon-
duras fears ending U.S. humanitarian
aid would leave a hungry horde on the
loose.
"We are well and alive," Contra
spokesperson Bosco Matamoros insisted
during'ilie summit- "We area very reel
ghost.".
in Washington, State Department
spokesperson Charles Redman had no
comment on the summit meeting except
to say U.S. officials will be interested in
consulting with the four Central
American countries friendly to the
United States.
He said no consultations stAth
Nicaragua are planned, consistent with
the Reagan administration's policy of
avoiding diplomatic contact with the
Sandinista government.
Arias noted the importance of the
U.S. reaction after the summit ended.
•
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Lurtsgrirmas
PROPOSALS WANTED
In-preparation for our room sign up
process, Residential Life is Presently
considering proposals for new lifestyles
in the residence halls. Students, staff and
faculty are encouraged to submit specific
proposals for new types of community _
living.
Send proposals to Barbara A. Smith,
Assistant Director, West Campus, •
101 Wells Commons by February 24,
1989.
For more informstisa mite Botimrs Smith it 581-4702.
ALL MAINE WOMEN SENIOR SKULL SOCIETY
NOMINATIONS
News Brief
Do you know women and men currently with junior standing 0'
that have these qualities:
-Excellence in SERVICE-to-the-University of Maine
community.
 
 -Character. Dignity. and Spirit-
-Responsible Leadership. —
AMU budget settled.
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP)' --
Legislative Democrats and the
McKernan administration agreed to
a compromise Wednesday on addi-
tional staff positions to improve con-
ditions at the troubled state mental
hospital in Augusta.
After a series of negotiations the
Appropriations Co--"*.t. voted
unanimously to authorize 5525,000
for 81 new positions at the Augusta
Mental Health Institute, The funds
will be included in a supplemental
state budget for the current fiscal year
that will be forwarded to the full
Legislature.
The panel also went along with a
recommendation of the Human
Resources Committee that the new
positlims be permanent. The sup-
plemental budget's net figure was,
56.6 million as or Wednesday.
The Human Rea-ouces Committee
had voted along,party lines Tuesday
to recommend 90 positions, nearly
double the AR temporary positi r^s
that the McKernan administration
had requested.
Maine Yankee shuts down
WISCASSET, Maine (API —
Maine Yankee has been shut down so
workers can replace insulation sur-
rounding wires that run through the
nuclear power plant's containment
building, a company official said
Wednesday.
The state's only nuclear power
plant was shut down Tuesday night
after tests determined that the insula-
spokesperson John Arnold said.
"We're dealing with hypothetical
situations," Arnold said. "We do
not view this as a serious problem
from the standpoint of safety. We're
Just being very cautious."
The problem was spotted during
routine testing and more extensive
tests were ordered to determine if the
issulation should be replaced. Arnold
tion "sight fail" and "under metais.------seL-Hieaddeel-tbat officials ware try- '—
rare situations" allow moisture to ing to determine if the insulatios was
seep into the wires, Maine yankee originally installed correctly.
$2.6 million offered for Rushdie
LONDON (AP) — A senior Ira-
nian cleric today offered upto 52.6
million for the slaying of Salman
Rushdie, whose novel "The Satanic
Verses" has angered Moslem fun-
damentalists. Newspapers said the
writer was under armed guard.
A representative of Iranian leader
Ayatollah Ruholla Khomeini said any
Iranian who kills Rushdie will receive
a reward of 200 million rials, or 52.6
million, for bringing "this mercenary
of arrogance to his punishment,"
the Islamic Republic News Agency
said in a report from Tehran.
The representative, Hojatoleslam
Hassan Sanew, who heids the Islamic
charitable foundation 15th Khortad,
said the group would pay a foreigner
Si million for killing the 4I-year-old
author.
Demonstrators in the Iranian
capital broke windowLat the British
Embassy, a diplomat There said. He
said no embassy employees were in-
jured. About 2,000 people took part
in the protest, expressing support for
Khomeini's decree and anger over the
book
- AIDS enzyme discovered
NEW YORK (AP) — Scientists say
they have determined the three-
dimensional structure of an nurse
the AIDS virus needs to spreatIks in-
fection, a step that could
AIDS drugs.
An, enzyme is a protein that in-
itiates. or speeds up a chemical
Teiction
The findings. published in Thurs-
develop drugs to block the enzyme
Sid.  keep the AIDS
willAilpheis lp researchersir 
from
spreading, said Manuel Navia, who
with eight other scientists from the
Merck Sharp and Dohme Research
Laboratories in Rahway. NJ.. and
'Point, Pa., reported the
day's issue of the British journal "Its pretty dramatic." said
"Nature," are the first report on AIDS ristirdier Jay Levy. of the
three-dimensional structure—of-----thdversky- -of—California a San
ttitenIf you feel. that you know someone with these qualities, and say pTin te of the virus. Ftss .
is worthy of the honor and responsibility of becoming an L- - -COUrt awards $14.5 million to loverALL MAINE WOMAN or SENIOR SKULL please stop by the
Student Activities office for a nornin4tion form.
(Forms are due:)
-ALL MAINE WOMEN
friday Feb. 24
by 4 PM
SENIOR SKULL SOCIETY
Thursday March 2
by 4 PM
Please return nomination forms to the Student Activities
office in the Memorial Union.
-LOS ANGELES (AP) Rock
' Hudson was guilty of "outrageous
conduct" in concealing that he had
AIDS from bis homosexual lover, ajury ruled Wednesday in awarding
the lover $14.5 million from the late 
actor's estate.
Marc Christian, 35, won $3.5
million more than he had sought in
the case, regarded as a precedent-
tiedaa. the handsome Hollywood
leading man who kept his homosex-
uality a secret from the public, died
Oct. 5, 1985, at age 18, a few months
after his battle with AIDS becamepublic knowledge. 
• Christian, who smiled when the
verdict was read, has consistentlytested negative for the AIDS virus,but claimed he was entitled to corn-setting action and watched closely by pensation for the emotional distresslawyers. No similar case has had ab MIffbd in fear that he wouldlike result when the plaintiff has not develop the disease.
, developed AIDS.
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Toilets and urinals target of new bill
CAirn is to decrease amountof flushed water, .but representatives
by Ron Scherer
The Christian Science Monitor
WASHINCJON — Just when you
thought the government had regulated
almost everything, it comes up with a
•new target: toilet bowls.
Yes. Congress will be debating a
federal flush standard. No. Johnny Car-
-Son had nothing to do with this.
In two weeks. Rep. Chester Atkins
(D) of Massachusetts, and Sen. Wyche
Fowler Jr. (D) of Georgia plan to in-
troduce a bill that would establish "na-
tional water-use performance standards
for certain plumbing products." later
defined as toilets and urinals. Their aim
is to cut down on the estimated 40 per-
cent of household water that is flushed
down toilets. In addition, manufacturers
of shower heads, faucets, clothes
washers, and dishwashers would have to
pros ide consumers with information
about the water image of these products.
If passed, Congress's invasion of the
nation's bathrooms would apply to new
plumbing fixtures installed after- 1991-.---
Yet it will be a slow flush. so Id-speak.
since Representative Atkins's staff
estimates that the average toilet bowl is
replaced every 20 yaws_ 
-
While admitting it tuts resulted in a tot
of 'double-entendres,' Atkins says there
is a serious point to Abe bill.
"We have
 a national water crisis."
he says: it is obscene the amount of
water we use unnecessarily."
But some people say it is obscene for
Congress to poke its nose into people's
bathroom,. Take *two big plumbing
fixture manufacturers — American
Standard Inc. and Kohler Company.
"We think it is a local issue. not a
federal issue," says James Wolf, vice-
president for, government affairs for
American k;tandaro Da%io Harrison
vice-president for sales at- Kohler in
Kohler, Wis., bridles at the idea of the
establishing of a "plumbing czar."
Mr Wolf points out that toilets
equipped with 1.6 gallons of water —
the proposed federal standard — may
not have enough liquid to keep the
outflow pipes clear. It's a plumbing pro-
blem on a national scale which Atkins's
legisfation promises to investigate:
If the government, however, wants to
set how toilets work with less water,
they will soon have a laboratory — in
Massachusetts. Despite the plumbing in-
dustry's objections, the Bay State
enacted new regulations mandating the
use of water-casing toilets starting on
March 2. The state acted after drought
lowered Quabbin Reservoir and it had
to face up to a huge bill for new water-
treatment facilities.
Using low-flow toilets "has never
been found to be a problem," says
Amy Vickers, a PrOjftt rn--e-r at the
Congress, president subject
to different conflict laws
WASHINGTON (AP) — "The das a
huge cellular communication.s company
went public in August 1987. Sen. Ernest
F. Hollings. D-S.C., bought about
SI00.000 worth of stock in the firm.
Four months later.'as chairman of the
Senate Commerce, Science and
Transportation Committee. he helped
postpone the Federal Communications
Commission's plans to hold lotteries for
licensing cellular telephones in rural
areas, according to Senate testimony.
_Hollings said he_didn't know_he own-
ed the stock, because his broker bought
it for him.
But what be did — act on a matter
that might have affected his holdings in
McCaw Cellular Communications Inc.
wai legal. anyway, underscoring
-dOtible standard between Congress and
the executise branch on conflict-of-
interest laws.
Three other senators, or their wives.
on the .communications subcommittee
on which Hollings sits also own small
 amounts of stock in communications
companies, and - at least two members
voted on measures that could be con-
strued as has ins an impact on their
stock.
The Associated Press selected the
communications subcommittee to show
examples of stock holdings and congres-
sional votes. Financial information for
the II senators came from their
disclosure forms for 1987, the most re-
cent year available.
1he-bas1eligter's1 conflict lawmakes
it a crime for an executive branch
employee to take government action in
which he or his immediate family has a
financial interest, unless a waiver is ob-
tained. The top penalty is two years in
prison and a $10,000 fine.
But no law or rule prevents members
of Congress from holding assets that
might conflict with their official duties.
• So lawmakers can routinely craft or vote
on legislation that could affect their
financial interests.
One argument for not applying the
conflict lass to them is that their assets
are publicly disclosed so voters can
decide for themselves if senators or
representatives are acting for personal
enrichment
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WITH A - I
DIFFERENCE.
Arms Reserve Nursing offers
_you -k Tiler hi ni; real different —
the rank .)t Second
get double respect:
Respeet as a professional nurse.
Respect as an officer. -
• `bull also bke the profes-
sional opportunities in the
nearby Arms Resene Medical
unit. You'll be encouraged to
participate in seminars, con-
ferences and connnuing
education.
Training is normally one
weekend a month and two
-weeks anttualk And it's
ferent than arWthing NKItt'Ve
ever done-before. Talk to
Army Nurse Recruiter. (_:all us
right now at:
(201) 775-2194
SFC An Moore
Nurse Recruiter
NALiOIICAHN.
ARMY RESERVE.
Massachusetts Water Resources.
Authority in Boston. Ms. Vickers says ,
the waste water from dishwashers,
sinks, and showers will keep the pipes
clear.
"Europeans have always used low-
flow toilets and never had any pro-
say it will take time
rounding the Delaware water basin.
In water-short areas, the savings can
be substantial.
Using a 3.5 gallon per flush (GPF)
toilet. a Bostonian uses 16,400 gallons
of water per year at a cost of $69.
However, with the new low-flush
model, water consumption is on 7,000
4E111-or:owls halip nhtea allnY II Qerl
toilets and never had any problems.'
Amy Vickers
Mass. Water Resources Authority
blems, " she says.
In fact, Vickers believes the issue is
really one of market share. U.S.
manufacturers have been slow to
develop low-flow toilets. "We now have
foreign manufacturers making in- usage.
roads," says Vickers, who admits she Of course, there is a cost to conser-
has the dubious distioction (but for a vation. Mr. Harrison says the low-flush
good cause) of being called the "com- toilets will cost 25 to 50 percent more.
mode queen. " This is because of extensive retooling
Imports from Sweden seem to be par- and redesign. For example,- to-get-
ttcularly popular. In Massachusetts enough "head pressure," water has to
alone, the annual market is (or 400,000 be siphoned furn the top of the water
new toilets. Other Slal01_111* looking at 
_closet asiopposad to the bottom. Sven
toiks standards as Ara, including __then, Hardsoirsays, "the performance
California, Washington, and areas sur- will not bi'spectacular. "
,M11111111111M
gallons per year at a cost of $29.
Vickers envisions the time when the
whole state has shifted, resulting in a
sayings of 70 million gallons of water a
day. This is half of Boston's daily water
../ .•Co•DOC.CA:V=0=ar.0 30010000.00:IY '.00030.1
o TOUR GUIDE 4A0
41.8'
19%
The Dingo Guides are a
1 student volunteers who conductThousands of visitors who comes Office each year.
I.
.aq,&
S.
c\\
- an enthusiasm for sharing their positive feelings
about the University of Maine with prospective
students and their families
staff of well-trained
campus tours for
through the Admissions
The applicant should possess:
- good knowledge of the University and its
resources
- 
excellent communications skill%
- advanced class standing (Sophomore - Senior)
'Mr igrelvrao wite * DI r Till ellik Palms
rtra is * *portrait t • impala my memmemimlism gill
loan* Mik is wet is ow* aser blow* eatl
teemed *pls. -Tour Guide Bill Lathrop
1 If you are 
Interested pick up an application at the
admissions front desk in amdbourne Hall. Applications
are due WAD. TIM. NI 414 4100,Palt 
Read the Sports Pages
And stay ahead of the game
•
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Health care package would help poor
• AUGUSTA (AP) --- Democratic
leaders put forth another piece of their
legislative agenda Wednesday, releasing
the final recommendations of a health
care study commission and pledging to
seek enactment of theAntire $30 million
annual package. -
In an effort to broaden the availabili-
ty of health care for those unable to af-
ford insurance coserage, the package
would include state-funded subsidies for
individuals seeking health insurance and
subsidies and LT; credits for, small
businesses offering it.
The package also would set aside
money to fund community health
programs.
The commission said, in its final
report, that its recommendations "will
provide significant improvements in ac-
cess to health care for Maine people
and.. .represent a 'win-win' strategy or
consumers, payers and the health care
system."
dabk health care is an idea whose time
has indeed come."
."Ralph Waldo Emerson once said
that the first wealth is health," said
Martin in prepared remarks. "That
statement is still true today, for if yo!
do not have your health1 aexY,Iittle else
maiterilw
The commission cited estimates sug-
gesting that more than .130,000 Mainers
lack health insurance, *ith many more
facing other barriers to receiving health
care.
In response, the panel proposed a
state-funded insurance program offer-
ing coverage similar to that provided by
the existing Medicaid program.
It would be available to persons with
incomes below 150percent ot the pover-
ty standard — S17,400 for a family of
4 — at adjusted fees related to income,
with the state picking up the rest of fuii
coverage cost. For persons with incomes
below 100 percent of the poverty stan-
'Ralph Waldo Emerson once said that
the first wealth is health'
Johitiiittrrn
Speaker of the House
Implementation. tke  I I -mem ber
panel said, "will not only assist in-
disiduals but will result in a reduction
in the cost of uncompensated health
care, thereby alleviating the hospitals'
bad debt experience and the resulting
financial burden to other payers."
House Speaker John L. Martin, who
is expected to be a sponsor of the pro-
posed legislation, told a State House
news conference that "access to affor-
dard, the state would pay the full 
premium.
The panel predicted that up to 52,000
individuals would enroll during the first
year of the program, most uninsured but
some seeking supplemental insurance.
AnnuaLsotal colts of such coverage was
put at $24 million.
The panel also recommended a rein-
surance subsidy program worth -52-.3—
million annually for businesses with
7/) 11 TAT 1)20
present another
Sizzling Saturday
with the band
than s
fewer than 10 employees.
Projected savings for insurance car-
riers would be passed directly to pro-
gram participants through premiun
reductions.
In additibli,lbe commission called hie
tax credits for small businesses for each
employee covered by, employer-
proposal.
. "I can assure you that I can find at
least $30 million...you will hear it at the
hearing," said Martin, offering as ex-
amples only two administration items,
for Financellrepartinent cornputertand
the state tourism budget worth some SIO
million together, that have previously
'Health care has to be a higher priority
thingc.'  
Charles Pray
Senate President
all
f
1 1
/1 Lb
LI 1..1.1‘...
sponsored group medical insurance
policies. Annual cost was estimated at
5703.000.
The panel also urged $2 million in an-
nual funding for community health pro-
grams to bolster health care services for
low-income people.
Go% . John R. McKernan is expected
soon to unveil his own package of af-
fordable health care legislation. The
chief spokesman for the Republican
governor, Willis Lyford, said Wednes-
lay the Democratic proposal offered
"some valid suggestions" but indicated
that its cost would raise Coni*Tos.
Lyford said the governor had propos-
ed- a little more than $5 million in new
spending over two years.
Martin, D-Eagle Lake, and Senate
President Charles P. Pray, D-
Millinocket, acknowledged that the
Democratic package is ambitious both
in scope and cost, but suggested that it
could by funded through shifts in
McKernan's $3.2 billion budget
been mentioned as sources of funding
for other Democratic proposals.
Pray too said affordable health care
"has to be a higher priority than some
of the other things."
The Special Select Commission on
Access to Health Care, charied by
former state lawmaker Bonnie Post of
Owls Head, said it also had considered
various ways-to addrees.problems with
the availability of doctors, nurses and
other health care professionals
throughout the state, but decided to
make no specific recommendations.
However, the panel said it would
watch developments in the area, in-
cluding a Human Services Department
physician loan repayment demonstra-
tion and review any legislation-submit-
ted this session on the issue.
Members also called for continued
scrutiny of efforts to curb the price of
medical malpractice insurance.
PCURN yowl
battlutoom skills
iNto Oollarts!
The Daily Maine Campus
as immediate openings for a
assignments photographer
xperience a
Contact: Doug Vonderweide at The Daily Moine
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Sex Matters
In honor a pississa Condom Week
this week's MEM is devoted to
The simple truth is that for sexually
active couples condoms are the best
meims of preventing AIDS and other
sexually transmitted diseased (STDs).
For a couple who is committed to
having sexual intercourse and have any
concern regarding any of the STDs, con-
doms are the best means of preventing
infection.
Abstinence and mutually faithful
monostamous relationship with an
uninfected partner. few would awe,
are even more effective: but if sexual in-
tercourse is going to occur, whatever the
reasons behind the decision, condoms
are the best approach to preventing an
infection.
—1 or condoms to work, they must be
•sed correctly & cossisteudy. The
following instructions will Yelp insure
effective eae:
—• Use condoms every time you have
sexual intercouse; this is the key to any
of successful contraception. -
• Use a spermicide with the condom.
Foam and film are both easy to app-
IY-
Ipermicitie protects against pregnan-
cy and a number of STDs, including
larnydia, gonorrhea, herpes, and
AIDS.
• Do not put a condomless penis into the
vagina or anus! Even if the man has
great "control," there is always the
possibility of pre-.ejaculatory leakage.
• Leave about a half-inch of space at the
condom tip, and roll the condom all the
way down to the base of the penis.
• Soon after ejaculation, the penis
should be withdrawn. Make sure so-
meone holds the base of the condom
firmly aginst the penis as it is
withdrawn.
• After use, check the condom for possi-
ble torn spots. If you are not using a
spermicide (you should be!), immediaie-
/y apply contraceptive foam or jelly.
This may reduce the chance of pregnan-
y. If torn condor. In, ?se a persistent pro-
blem, use a water-based lubricant to
reduce friction; K-Y jelly, spermicides,
and saliva all work.
Please note: Some of you will be hap-
py to know that a new condom, made
to fit a larger penis, is being released
later this year; it will be called The Max.
X.
Dr. Sandra Caron
• Do isoi Truce enlyirsene.
• Keep condoms in a cool, dry and con-
venient place.
—If you or your partner are uncomfor-
table with condom use, consider the
following:
—• Communication is crucial. It may
seem "unromantic," but planning
your contraception strategy before you
are sexually entangled is essential.
Sex is too important to be left up to
your genitals. Giving or getting a disease
or worrying about pregnancy is about
as unromantic as you can get.
Explore your feelings together; share
your knowledge. Consider visiting
Cutler Health Center for information —
together. Neither partner should be
forced to use a form of birth control he
or she is truly unhappy with. But the
issue of protection must be dealt with —
by both of you.
• Don't forget your sense of humor and
playfulness. Condoms can actually pro-
vide lots of laughs, and laughter and sex
go well together. Fancy condoms — col-
ored, ribbed, lubricated, etc. — are
'Npopular for their entertainment value.
Let yourself be entertained.
• Stand your ground. (This is mainly for
women, as it is generally men who ob-
ject to condoms.) Unless you want to be
pregnant and are sure your partner is
free of STDs, you need protection dur-
ing sex. If he says no to condoms, you
can say no to him or tell him. "None
of the others guys ever minded."
Remember: If he can't afford 50 cents
for a condom, he's too cheap to be
allowed in. If he cares about you, he will
work with you to find a birth control
method that suits you both.
—Dr. Sandra L. Caron is Assistant pro-
fessor of Family Relations in the School
of Human Development, she teaches the
Human Sexuality course. Questions for
Dr. Caron should be sent directly to the
Daily Maine Campus Lord Hall.
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_Attention Veterans
Women's History Week
to have more variety
by Andy Bean
Staff Writer
Observance of the 111119-Vensen'%
History Week at the University of Maine
will feature a "bigger and more varied
program," said Paula Petrik,
associate professor of history and chair
of the program's planning committee.
"We've tried to be as inclusive as
possible and put IC/tether a program
with something for everyone," Petrik
said.
Crewart Doty, chair of the history
department, said Women's History
Week has Ism; obserie:d at UMairie Jul
more than 10 years but was nothing like
this year's celebration.
The observance, held Feb. 20 to
March I, will include four major
speakers, panel discussions, films,
musical performances and displays
recognizing women's accomplishments.
All events are open to the public, and
most are free.
Riane Eisler, Los Angeles attorney
and author of The Chalice and the
alftde, will speak at S p.m. on Feb. 27
in 100 Neville Han.
Eisler's book discusses a time when
men and women worked as equal part-
ners. It will be the topic of her lecture,
which is titled, "Partnership: Reclaim-
ing the Past, Recreating Our Future."
—We are very lucky to have her, she's
been receiving a lot of publicity late-
ly," Petrik said.
"School and Home: Rereading Maria
Montessori" will be the topic of a, lec-
ture presented by Jane Roland Martin,
professor of philosophy at the Univer-
sity of fvlassachusettes-Boston.
Her lecture will offer a new inter-
pretation of Montessori's Casa dei Bam-
bini (house of children).
Montessori was internationally
known as an innovative educator and
was Italy's first woman physician. She
also was a slum social worker,
developmental psychologist, pacifist and
philosopher.
Martin speaks at 8 p.m. on Feb. 28
in the Bangor Lounge.
Kitty Sklar, professor of history and
director of the doctoral program in the
history of women and the family at the
State University of New York-
Binghamton, will speak at 8 p.m. on
Feb. 23 in 110 Little Hall.
Her lecture, titled, "Florence Kelley
and the Political Power of Women
Reformers in the Progressive Era,"
will focus on the working women's
reform movement in the 20th century
Sklar is also the author of the prize-
regulations teciiiire That --
you verify enrollment status on
periodic basis. .
Accordingly the following times and places hay
afranged for-your conveivenclitarting—ff
February 20 and ending on February 24
ORONO-CAMPUS
Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Veterans Affairs Office, Wingate Hall
BANGOR CAMPUS
Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Bookstore 6
xXxX 
• It
-
winning book, Catharine Beecher, a
biography of one of the most influen-
tial women in the 19th century.
Sara Paretsky, best known as the
author of detective novels featuring a
Chicago-based feminist private eye, will
speak at 12:30 p.m., Feb. 24 at the
University College Center Ballroom in
Bangor.
Her lecture is titled "Portrait of the
Artist as a Young Woman: Becoming a
Mystery Writer "
Paretsky, who holds a doctorate in
American Studies from the University of
Chicago, will speak again at 5 n.m. on
Feb. 24 in 100 Neville Hall. Her second
lecture is titled "Martina's Body:
Women, Image, and Self-Image in Con-
temporary Detective Fiction," and
will focus on women's and men's roles
in today's fiction novels.
An organizational fair will be held
from 6:30 p.m. to 8 p.m on Feb. 28 in
(see WOMEN page 11)
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Editorial
Calendar
i's cause of
controversy
There's been an uproar lately about calendars producedby, and featuring police and fire department person-nel in three United States cities.
The calendars, say the opponents. are obscene, and should
be banned.
Enraged callers flooded the lines on a recent Donahue show,
and there have been protests at ()hid, Pennsylvania and Atlanta
police and fire stations.
The opponents' attitudes arc understandable, and even ac-
ceptable, but their actions are abominable and unfair.
First, none of the men and women in the calendars are nak-
ed, but some of the poses can be viewed as sexually suggestive.
Second, the money raised by the sale of the calendars has
not gone to line the pockets of the people photographed. It
has been spent in many abmirable ways:
To name a few, a children's burn center recieved mones.. for
much-needed flame-retardant clothing, and one fire station...:
raised enough money to buy a more modern, and safer fire
truck, . .:____.
If people are offended by the calendars, there is no reason
why they have to buy thein, or even look at theiri. Opponents
should not ban the sale of them, or publicly condemn the peo-
ple who participated in making them.
The calendars should be taken for what they are: an attempt
by mostly admirable people to make some money (for good
causes) they wouldn't ordinarily be able to make.
The members of the police and fire stations were adamant
about one thing. Bake sales and private donations don't work,
at least for that kind of cash.
So maybe a lesson can be learned from this controversy:, --
people who sec no harm in the calendars have already ,done
their part by buying one or two. Now everyone who's been
complaining should send their local police and fire stations a
contribution so they won't nerd to produce a calendar or
anything else the sensitive public may view ks improper.
tiptogt, 
.^t.00(
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Reflections of a junkie
Like most news junkies I re-
ly on both print and broadcast
sources to supply my habit.
I watch CNN and Headline
News almost exclusively,
although I will admit that I
sometimes watch Pat Robert-
son's -700 Club," just so as
to get an unbiased opinion.
For print news I rotate 
ween Maine's three largest
dailies, which shall remain
unmentioned because, well,
they're terrible and far be it
from me to burst their bubbles
by telling them so:
Now, Iknow that in Order to
be considered a true news
junkie I should be reading the
New York Times and or the
Boston Globe, but the Times
-has no cotnictTatit
vitae It read one back in the
fifth grade) and the Globe
doesn't have enough ink. 
That's right, ink. - •
You sec, I can read one,
sometimes two, Maine dailies in
one quarter of the time it takes
to properly peruse the Globe
and get the same amount if ink
Keith Brann
on my fingers as of I had ac-
tually read the Globe. It's simp-
ly a matter of efficient time-
.,,anagement. I 
_wouldn't be a
- 
-biusiwprieed if this- bet:an:: the
- next-big yuppie fad.
Recently. 1 has c fallen into
the habit of watching the news
while standing on my head
because it seems to make more
sense that way, and reading the
paper in the bathroom because
it usually takes three or four
flushes to swallow everything.
This has led to the discovery
of an unexpected advantage of
reading a small daily; if I read
the Globs, I would most
assuredly get severe kg cramps.
Somehow, sitting on that
cool porcelain makes me more
sympathetic t0111101d baseball
players crying because, at S1.2
billion per year, they ciaim
they're underpaid.
And all that blood pumping
into my head, squeezing my
brain, makes it easier for me to
understand why I, as a taxpayer
in  Nem_fogland. have to help
bail out failed and failing banks
in Texas whose management
have been making bad in-
vestments since elementary
school when they traded milk
money for magic beans.
The headaches though. air*-
incredible. Maybe I'll try turn-
ing my TV upside down for a
while and see what happens.
And perhaps get an upholstered
scat.
Keith Brann is a former col-
umnist for The Daily mains
Campus.
Interested in writing a guest column?
Contact the Daily Maine Campus.
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Is Maine
in?
-Were not
interested
To the editor:
I would like to publicly thank
Robb Fox for ruining my lunch
on Tuesday, February 14 with
his letter regarding "animal
rights".
I do not understand the men-
tality that could be behind this
warped interpretation of hun-
ting. To describe what happens
to animals who are hunted in
such a graphic manner shows
me what a cold and cruel per-
son Mr. Fox must be.
I can justify hunting for peo-
ple who respect the sport or
hunt for food. I cannot justify
it for somebody like Mr. Fox,
who's only pleasure appears to
be the violent way in which the
animal dies. If Mr. Fox derives
_pleasure out of this, so be it,
but for myself and, I'm assum-
ing. the countless others who
 
 feel the way--J, -dck-- we're not
interested.
Too Barris
Orono
Discrimination
against males
To the editior:
Discrimination can be defin-
ed as actions taken against any
particular type of group.
However, in this wonderful
enlightened era, it is very
popular to engage in
derogatory remarks and jokes
belittling white males.
An example of this is the
alleged "cartoon" in the Feb.
15 Campus. As a white male, I
stand very little chance of ob-
taining the jobs shown-- stock
exchange, government, etc.
I'm sorry if white male11111"—Xt hlet etaken advantage of others in
the past, but I also should not
be asked to pay their dues for
them.
White males should be given
the same social respect as other
groups as we are a population
minority also, and are also
humans as well. We should not
be the recipients of such open
and hostile discrimination. In
fact, it was white males who
wrote a great. APSII of the i.ws
protecting people from
discrimination that protect
everyone?
Joseph Sampson
York Hall
"System"
doesn't care
To the editor:
This letter is written in anger
and frustration with the
University of Maine "System"!
Why is it that saving some
money is more important than
saving the job of a good
employee?!
"The System" does not look
out for the best interests of its
employees, but rather how to
best suit itself.
We are not only losing a
good employee, but a mend-
someone who truly cared about
his work and the people who
worked for him.
!can only hope that the peo-
ple who felt this situation didn't
deserve immediate attention
realize what a grave mistake
they have made.
Della-Marie Reed
deserves
recognition
To the editor.
The town: Brunswick.
The attraction: the MAIA%
Women's Indoor Track Meet.
Outside the $2.3 million
Bor.lioin College athletic facili-
ty the stiff, unforgiving limbs
of frozen trees creaked in the
harsh winter air.
Inside, faces furrowed deep
in concentration and rubber
soles slapped the hubhlegtorn-
colored track.
A starting gun rattled our
brains, and we were suddenly
reminded of our purpose in this
one-horse town-- to support
and pay tribute to perhaps one
ot, the state's finest athletes,
Miry Elizabeth Meehan, senior
nursing major.
Her hair bound tightly to her
perspiring scalp, Ms. Meehan
quickly established her lead by
separating herself from her
competitors in the 1000-meter
race. Four laps later, Ms.
Meehan pleased the boisterous
crowd by increasing her already
substantial lead by what seem-
ed to be lots of meters.
As she glided by our perch in
 the bleachers, we were transfix-
ed by the tinkle in her eye and
the bounce in her stride. At that
point we knew our little giuffin
had the race under hir tiny
thumb.
Mary Meehan won that race.
An outcome that paid mute
testimony to her multiple years
of hard work, sweat (from her
small pores) and determination.
Although an athlete's per-
sonal satisfaction is derived
from a feeling of greater self-
worth, it's nice to sometimes
41111111111"lbelehhar...-
411111116iik
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have a little public
acknowledgement. But ac-
complishments in the Bangor
Daily News? In the Portland
Press Herald? In her very own
Daily Maine Campus?
We are sorry to report that
the answer to these questions is
a big NO.
We address the remainder of
this letter to a Mr. James
BaJdinger (sic), the coach of the
squad. Why, Mr. Baldinger
(sic), you Gene Wilder look-
alike you, have Ms. Meehan's
great accomplishments and
athletic prowess escaped your
observant eye? Are they not
worthy? Inquiring minds want
to know ...
John Ernest Schneider
Graduate Student
Department of Economics
Garth Norgren Hirsch
Senior
Department of Geological
Science
Letters to -the editor
should be 300 words or
less, and guest columns
about 450 words. In order
to verify the validity of
letters, we must have a
name, address, and
telephone number.
Although The Dal
Marne Campus welcomes
anonymous letters, it will
not print them unless a
special arrangement for
not using the name has
been made with the
editor.
The Daily Marne Cam-
pus reserves the right to
edit letters for length,
taste, and libel.
Sexist language should concern everyone
This is in regard to Richard Blanke's
guest column in the January 31 issue of
the Maine Campus ("Should instructors
be told what to say?").
It is disturbing and discouraging in
to-realize that sexist language is
aiive sod well, along with its subtle con-
nection to discriminatory attitudes and
actions. Sexist language should
therefore concern all humans, not just
feminists or some "ideological special
interest."
Language does more than reflect
cultural values and attitudes-- it helps
shape them„.•.....conclusion amply
demonstrated by a body of research in
linguistics and sociology. Many studies
have shown that when generic terms
such as he, his, and man are use
"neutrally" to refer to everyone, peo-
ple in fact think the words refer to men,
her than men and women.
Studies also demonstrate that women
are less likely to respond to job adver-
tisements which indicated that the
employer has male applicants in mind.
••
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Guest Column by
Samuel J. D'Amico
  intended-- as an aid to achieving ex-
cellence in education and not perceive
_ 
it as a threat to academic freedom?
For. faculty to react to the negative ef-
fect øi sexist language, usually unintend-
ed, by wrapping oneself in the flag of -
academic freedom and, in effect, to in-
sist that it guarantees one's own rights_
irrespective of the rights and sensibilitiei -
of students dismays me. -
In closing, the guest columnist's com-
parison of feminists to Nazis ("... you
won't be able to satisfy them; you'U.,
find, as Chamberlain, did with Hitler,
that their appetites grow with the
was, as no doubt intended,
patently offensive and derogatory. One
hardly needs a more dramatic illustra-
tion that sexist language is simply one
point on a continuum of sex
discrimination.
That is why use of chow generic terms
in ads Can be used to establish a prima
fade an of sex discrimination.
Even if the majority of students are
not conscious of or do not complain
about the effects on them of sexist
language, are not educators obliged to
be aware for tbem? \ •
A large aa—gr-OV-ring number o
organizations have endorsed the use of
gender-neutral language to make com-
munication .inclusive, rather than ea.
clusivc. The National Council of
Teachers of English, American Society
for Public Administration, American
Psychological Association, many higher
education institutions, and major
publishing houses have adopted policies
regarding the use of nonsexist language.
The University of Maine is to becoo-
gratulated on its policy, adopted in
i 986.
Academic freedom is an important
faculty right safeguarded in the collec-
tive bargaining agreement with the
faculty unit. Ho:sever, the contract is
equally explicit that "the concept of
--r--aeadernic freedom is accompanied by a
corresponding concept of responsibili-
ty to the University and its students."
Let's say a pedagogical technique or
classroom language used by a faculty
member creates a negative learning en-
vironment, including a chilling climate
for women students, and evidence of an
adverse effect is related to the instruc-
tor. Should not a person committed to
excellence use the information as it is
--Samuel J. D'Amico is Associate Vice
Chancellor for Human Resources of the
University of Maine System.
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Continued from
House said 4 number of problems
with the yearbook led to her decision to
resign.
She said the yearbook was in debt and
faced problems (rom previous
yearbooks.
"The 1986 yearbook was two years
late," House said. "For the first two
months all i did was answer phones for
People wanting to know where their
yearbook was."
She also said her staff was too small.
"They were good and helpful, but five
staff members is not enough to put a
yearbook together."
House, a junior, said there was no
outside help available to her. "I didn't
know where\to go for information."
Betsy Graves, a graduate .student in
English. was the volunteer adviser while
House was editor, but she also quit in
November.
"In the past the adviser was a figure-
head adviser, but this year there was dif-
ficulty staffing." she said. "It loo
like it might take more time from me
than I could give."
  The publications committee is still
looking for an adviser.
Nagle said one solution that would
add stability to the yearbook is to put
it under the direction of a department
or organization.
"Most of the student publications
have some umbrella department or
organization to help them. The year-
book has nothing." Nagle said.
"We're trying to find a home for it."
The journalism and broadcasting
department was approached to take over
the yearbook. But Steve Craig, depart-
ment chairperson, said, "We can't now
under the circumstances."
Craig said the department has too few
faculty and too many students to take
on the responsibility.
The Alumni Association is another
organiZati011 being approached to advise
the yearbolk- Nagle said
— Without an adviser or a department
there is no consistency," she said.
The yearbook has also had trouble
funding itself. All money is raised
through sales.
Nagle said the
receive financial
university.
There is money in the yearbook ac-
oonn4 but if publication vowel° stop.
the yearbook would owe $41.000 that has
been accumulated in the past fiveyears.
said Denim Allsop, business manager of
.the Prism
The debt was caused by over-
-budgeting and fees for submitting
--previous yearboOks We to the publisher
Allsop said.
Late fees from the 1984 yearbook
11100e resulted in almost a $2.500 (kW
The publisher has made a deal with
-_- the prevent an incraise
Doonesbury
tE RELIC 5e4WICE ,45
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yearbook does not
support from the
in the debt. Allsop said.
"We missed our first deadline in Oc-
tober, but the publisher won't charge us
any late fees as long as we get the
everything in by the final deadline,
which is May," Allsop said.
Soliciting support
—
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_ Doolittle said four people showed up
at the first staff meeting Monday night.
But as a former vice president of
financial affairs for student govern-
ment, Doolittle hopes her connections
with campus organizations will increase
participation.
"I'm contacting people in person and
(see PRISM paw 11)
--
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-Joe Grant
Bears prepare
for Eagles
Bill Riley inhaled proudly on his
pungent cigar after last Saturday
-
victory.
His 'Lowell Chief! were able to,
despite knowing -the-end- of their
Seaton ii"wwy am. steel two points
 hrtbellockeildollaindInsufroni
the University of Maine.
In contrast, Shawn Walsh sat in
the UMaine hockey team's. weight
room with a mass of in-
distinguishable emotions.
the Black Bears controlled the
Chiefs territorially throughout the
game. They outshot Lowell 33.22.
Guy Perron set a school record for
consecutive games with a point.
• And the night before, Walsh
became the all-time winningest coach
at the universits..
But the Black Bears started digg-
ing at the hole that a weekend sweep
of the Chiefs would have sealed.
UMaine didn't get the breaks. The
final proof of that was Jyrki Maki's
open-net goal. A shot from his own
blue line which he blindly banked in
off the post.
Or how about Lowell goalie Ken
Stein. Who was this guy? His name
wasn't even in the press release.
In his final year of college hockey.
after recovering from an injured knee
and a punt.* P‘mstring already this
season. Stein etched himself a
memory of the evening he frustrated
and-- deftated -die No. 5- ranked
hockey team in the nation.
Perron exemplified the Might
emotion when he was dragged froth
the locker room for a live, state-witIL
.telesision interview after the game.
He was classy but obviously disap;
pointed. Almost as much as the guy
who was in the first row of the
balcony and made a cranium save in
the first period.
But Coach Walsh had to be disap,
pointed too. Things would have been
much easier wini a little less pressure
against the Boston College Eagles this
weekend.
But who knows. Maybe something
will get the Black Bears top scorers,
like David Captiano or Scott Pellerin,
to carry the team.
Oiniayin unlikdiiitisId
be the UMaine inspiration. Like
senior Bruce Major, who scored tw
goals in a 47 second span when
UMaine defeated BC on Jan. 6 by t
score of 6-3.
I don't know but it's time for
UMaine's first real gutcheck. Friday.
Joe Grant is a junior journalism
major from Old 
Town.'
• . .
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UMaine rips BU •75-55•. 
 
by-Dam Bustiwd
Staff Writer
It was a much-anticipated contest, but
the team from Maine made sure that this
game would not be close.
Led by Rachel Rouchard's 28 points
and 16 rebounds and an outstanding
performance from freshman Julie
Bradstreet in her first collegiant start.
the University of Maine women's
basketball team crushed Boston Univer-
sity 75-55.
Wednesday night's win extended the
Black Beare winning streak to ninc
games and improved their record to
17-7, 11- I in the Seaboard Conference.
But UMaine did not gain ground on
second-place New Hampshire, which
_defeated the University of Hartford
83-59 to remain one game behind in the
kw column in conference.
—;..7forward-Kathy Karlsson was unable
to play, but Bradstreet filled in and star-
_'_red in her first start for UMaine, scor-
ing 19 points on five-of-seven shooting
from the floor (two-for-two from three-
point range) and seven-of-10 free throw
—
attempts.
Carrie ( ;OM h. I IP rounded out the
scoring leaders for UMaine. also hitting
two three-pointers on her way to 14
points_
Boston University, which fell to 6-5
in the conference and 9-14 overall, trail-
ed at halftime 35-21 as the Terriers shot
And the streak
continues...
UMaine 75
UMaine 67
UMaine 85
UMaine 84
UMaine 65
UMaine 65
UMaine 66
UMaine 71
UMaine 56
Boston
Northeastern
Hartford
Hartford
55
60
80
64
Nev* Hampshire61
Vermont 48
Vermont 58
Cm. Conn. 69
Boston Univ. 43
29 percent from the floor.
The visiting Black Bars hit 45 percent
but could have led by more in not for
eight-of-17 (47 percent) shooting from
the free throw line.
The second half was no trouble for
UMaine, as the visitors shot 61 percent
to cruise to the victory.
BU was led by Andrea Ashuck's 18
points and eight rebounds while Laura
Boettcher scored 14 points. Lynn Bay
added :0 points and nine rebounds.
With Bouchard. Bradstreet and
Goodhue combining for 23-for-38
shooting from the floor, the three scored
61 of UMaine's 75 points and over-
whelmed the pre-season choice to win
the Seaboard Conference.
- _
%.
Boston University ended the game
with a 3I-percent effort from the floor
and hit 12-of-14 free throws but could
not stop the Black Bears' three-pronged
attack.
Between Goodhue and Bradstreet, the
two freshmen players hit four-of-four
three-point attempts.
This win continues to set up a final
confrontation with New Hampshire,
who has a date with Northeastern at
home before coming to Bangor Feb. 26.
The Wildcats are 9-2 in the con-
frrence with one of the two losses to
UMaine Feb. I.
•••
Next on the agenda for UMaine,
which is in the driver's seat for the
regular season title and home-court ad-
vantage throughtout the conference
payoffs, is Central Connecticut State.
This home game Saturday in
Memorial Gym will pit two teams who
battled in New Britian to a two-point
game, with UMaine coming out on top.
.1The Lady Blue Devils are led by
6-foot sophomore center Keisha Car-
ron:bd, who, scored 19 points against
UMaine in their first meeting.
Carmichel, one of the favorites to win
the Seaboard Rookie of the Year along
so:1Th UMaine's Carrie Goodhue and
Tracey Frenette, sat out last season
under Proposition 48.
UMaine vs. Siena tonight But don't make any plans
'V%-'l 1L.J
(Maine's Dean Smith, shown hear versus Niagara, will join
his teammates in their regularly scheduled game against
Siena. But doe to an outbreak of measles at Siena, the game
will be played without any fans. On Tuesday ("Maine, Siena,
and the North Atlantic Conference hashed out a deal that
included playing tonight's and the February 23rd contest at
Siena without spectators. Siena, the NAC's top team, has
had to postpone two other games due to measles already.
0
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Sox sign Clemens to 3-year deal
NEW YORK (AP) — Bascball's top
salary reached another record on
Wednesday when Roger Clemens, a
two-time Cy Young Award winner,
agreed tog three-year. $7.5 million con-
tract with the Boston Red Sox.
The average annual salary of S2.5
million is the largest in baseball histors.
though Clemens will receive only the
sixth-highest salary for 1989.
But more records mav be broken on
Thursday. Orel Hershiser. the 1988 Na-
tional League Cy Young Award winner
and Most ..Valuable Player of the
playoffs and World Series, is scheduled
rot au &Wrath:ma hawing in Ios
Angeles with the Dodgers.
Hershiser is asking for $2.425 million,
which would be the highest salary for
• this ,year and an arbitration record ink
Wins. The Dodgers are offering $2
million.
Meanwhile, players won all three deci-
sions issued on Wednesday. Cincinnati
!eft
-hander Danny Jackson was award-
ed S1.15 million by arbitrator Thomas
Roberts. rather than the $865,000 of-
fered by the Reds. Los Angeles right-
hander Tim Leary was awarded
5670,000 by Anthony Sinicropi rather
than the S5-5,000 offered by the
Dodgers. And New York outfielder Len
Dykstra was awarded S575,000 by
Frederick Reel rather than the $455,000
offered by the Mets.
Players has e won five of the eight
cases decided thus far. Texas Rangers
outfielder Pete Incaviglia and Reds pit-
cher Tom Browning had their cases
heard Wednesday. In addition to Her-
shiser, Cincinnati outfielder Eric Davis
and San Diego Padres right-hander Walt
Terrell are to go berme arbitrators on
Thursdas
Clemens and the Red Sox came to
their agreement Wednesday morning
afer getting close to a deal during a
lengthy conference call on Tuesday.
Clemens will get .a 5300.000 signing
hont:c, $2.2 miIIsn this cpacnn and t2.5
million and $2.5 million in 1991,
Including a prorateo' share of the sign-
ing bonus, Clemens will get $2.6 million
each in 1990 and 1991. the highest
baseball salary ever, topping the $2.5
million New York Yankees first
baseman Don Mattingly-will get in 1990.
-At four years, 142 days of major
league service. Clemens reached $2
million faster than any other player in
history; beating Minnesota's Kirby.
Puckett by five day!. Clemens is
in his major league career and won Cy
Young Awards after going 24-4 in 1986
and 20-9 in 1987.
In addition to his salars , Clemens can
earn 5350.000 per year in bonuses. He
would get $100,000 for winning the Cy
Young Award and 550.000 for finishing
second. He would get S100.000 for win-
ning the American League Most
Valuable Player and $50,000 for
finishing second or third. He would get
$50,000 if he is MVP of the Al. playoifs
and S100,000 if he is M‘'P of the World
Series.
Detroit trades Dantley7; gets Aguirre
• DALLAS (AP) — Moody small for,
ward Mark Aguirre was delighted that
he *at traded by the Pallas Mavericks
to the Detroit Pistons Wednesday. So
were the- teammates left behind.
In return, the Masericks received
small forward Adrian Danticy and the
Pistons' first-round draft choice in 1991.
"I'm excited, I'm gone to join Isiah
(Thomac)" said Agiiirre, the Minis' all-
4
1_
NUMBERS_
:_i_Ate you playing the numbers game? Lower the
AA-o( AIDS by using a condom and reducing the
number of your sexual partners.
This onsets kvelitt ts er
Mini Conan Week Csaraittos,
liash Coe*, Rniketiol
time leading scorer. "We've dreamed of'
-being on the same team since we were .
in grade school. Finally it comes to
pass."
Aguirre. 719-, whet Salad I3i390 points
in his eight NBA seasons, wore out his
welcome with a series os incidents which
included refusal to play in one game,
loafing in several others, and an obcene
gesture to the press t..P..hk when he was
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Old Town
Parks 6 Recreation Department
Piftgrountl Supervamors-
Lite Guar* (1/9 Certified
Tem* Instructor
Park Maintenance 1111 or older
pitonFdr.....11011M. co•Itact
Old Town Pelts Recreation Department
r St North Brunswick' St
Old Town. Maine 04468
Wholes°. tioseker Mx* MO
— F.
tiaavnbi.uu NAND.) bA .7222 g
10-+JD
flAti. .t.
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r
life ad Sam/ ef Haw Dolvismed.
Have
Condom
Sense
Clip this coupon and take to Cutler Health Center
for a free sakt sex kit
pulled in one game.
"Thc,fans in banns were great hut I
was misunderstootio the press,"
Aguirre said. "I hada peat relationship
:With the fans."
He said he wasn't going to Detroit to
become a scoring star. just to help
Thomas, an all-star guard. win games.
"I'll be-te team leader in assists if
they Wind. me to," Aguirrc ;aid.
"This was a decision by Dallas
managemnet. It was something the
organization felt had to be done. Mastic
it was time for me to mese on
Dallas owner Donals Carte, who once
considered Aguirre as close to his fami-
ly as a sone, was on a business trip to
Seattle when the trade was announced
and was not asailable for comment
"I'm going to love that man until I
die," Aguirre told The Associated
Press. "We'll always be close, I'll
-1-
• 
+4,51.104..10144010.6.;.."- 44046,
always be a Dallas Maverick in my
heart." ' •
Howovr,-tisere were big smiles at the
team's practice facility in fag liottb
Dallas.
Guard Derek Harper said "thank
goodness, the disratcions are over. Mark
got his wish. He's gone. We were an up-
_tight team for shurc with him
around."
"There was a night and day difference
in practice today," said center James
Donaldson. "I'm ready for somebody
who comes in here who is willing to play
hard every night. Sometimes Mark
would just loaf 'around. "
Guard Rolando Blackman said,
"Mark could dominate a game when he
wanted to, only when be wasin the right
frame of mind. You just can't let your
teammates down, and he let us down a
lot. "
Pub Nite
At 1ZIN Oneminka
FeatuitiN iutntiNGs
FEbJ69.I
•
$ 3 .00-CoveR
Sponsored by ;Maine RuOy Club
WE'D LIKE TO ,
REMIND YOU THAT THE
UNCENSORED CONTENT
OF THIS NEWSPAPER IS
MADE POSSIBLE BY
THE CONSTITUT)ON OF
THE UNITED STATES. 
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NIMMIZOMMINII
of major
:ached S2
r player in :TALLAHASEE, Ha (Al') — All
I'S...Kirby manner of importance•is being attach-
is 78-34 ' ed to the game between seventh-ranked
id won Cy Florida State and No. 10 Louisville
I-4 1n 1986 Thursday night.
"It's got to be viewed as one of the
Omens can best matchups in the history of college
Inuses. He basketball for the state of Florida,"
ins the Cy Florida State coach Pat Kennedy sàd
f fmishina Wednesdas "le oing to determ! c
)0 for win- who is the leader in the Metro Co
;ue Most • ference. "
),000 for "It will be the biggest game of the
would gel year because the winner will probably be
L playoifs the regular season champ in the con-
the World ference," said Louisville forward Ken-
ny Payne.
"Florida State's got a chance to win
the conference championship for the
first time in 1 can't remember," said
Louisville coach Danny Crum.."They
shouldn't need any more incentive than
that."
Not since Art is Gilmore led unbeaten
Jacksonville into tiny Tully Gymnasium
• 19 years ago has more been at stake at
a Florida State home sone. 
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On that night, Florida State, led by
Dave Cowens, handed Jacksonville its
only regular season loss, 89-83.
"I really feel that Florida State is
-merging as a force on the national
scene," said Kennedy, who is 57-24
since moving from lona. "And I think
this team still has its best basketball
ahead of it."
The Seminoles. 19-2 overall and 7-1
in the Metro, are unbeaten on the road
this season — losing once at home and
once on a neutral court.
Both losses came immediately after
the club had moved into the nation's
Top Ten.
"It's really just a coincidence,"
said Kennedy. "It's one of those little
idiosyncrasies that, happens during a
season."
Louisville, 17-5 and 6-1, will need no
extra motivation for the game after los-.
mg at home 4). Florida State just 10 days
.,
ago ,
"They ,usnally plardiih-hanlest and
their best asthma es." sidd Crum
the tiamn Yankee. Displays ,and
rePresentatives from 25 women's
. organizations . from the campus and
.icommunity will be present.
"It's a good time for women on cam-
pus to see what's out there." Petrik
said.
The musical highlight of the the week
will be a Women by Women chamber
music performance by L'Ensemble. a
group of professionals based in NC%
York.
The performance of rarely-heard
works by women composers begins at 8
p.m. on Feb 22 at the Maine Centel for
ihe Arts. Admission is S5 for students
and S8 for the public.
A complete list of activities schedul-
ed during Women's History Week can
be obtained by calling the Women in
Curriculum office at 581-1228.
*Prism
over the phone as oppossed to let-
ters," she said. "1 think the personal
touch will be much more effective."
Doolittle said she hopes to get
presidents or members of groups to
write articles about, their organizations
for the yearbook.
"I'm branching, that's where you are
really going to get a comprehensive
book," Doolittle said.
Nagle said, "A lot of groups are do-
ing brochures telling what they do.
one pr"klern is they ,4,n 't n.Nw the
-(eoatinised from page 11)
yearbook is open for publishing that
kind of material."
When asked about the possibility that
the the yearbook may come to an end,
Dwight Rideout, dean of Student Ser-
vices, said, "That's a possibility,
although people don't want to face
that."
The yearbook will survive this
semester.
"The question is what's going to hap-
pen after this semester," Nagle said.
"We don't know yet."
• • • • • • • • • • • •
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Hillel
nciaNizatioN MEetiN
We will be discussing:
Plans For Passover and
Election of Next Years Officers
The speefinff will be held
 An_the Hillel_Office,
(basement of Hancock Hall)
--on-lrebruary 23 from 1200 to 1:00
Lunch Served
R.S.V.P. before Feb. 21
xt. 1820 Commuter Servi
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  Ready for-4-Vacation in the Sun?
Break is still-a few. weeks, away, but
to help you think warm thoughts, Dr.
Records is holding a Reggae Sale
All Reggae products $1 off,
Now through Saturday
Dr. Records
20 Main St.
Orono, Maine 04473
866-7874
+O.
'
CONFERENCE ROOM,
1st floor Fogler Library
REGULAR HOURS IN 402 NEVILLE 
Mon.- Frit-9:00 a.m. to -12:00, f:00 to4K:10 .m.
-NIGHT-HOURS:
Mon.- Thur. 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
C-01-581-388 weekdays for more info.
Write for us at The
Daily Maine Campus Call
Jon Bach at 581-1267
_ _ •
•
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ADOPTION
ADOMON if not ready for paresthond we
can give your baby a king secure Mill*
home: Call colt: 1-789-5140- -
Any interstate adoption must be done in
compliance with Maine laws. Title 22.
Chapter 1153
Losing oxiple v.aWrek., adopt dbaby II you
can help us, please ( all as (Niel t' at
(608)448 -4329
All intentafe arkoon rmr4ckwic (-ign
patan( e with Maine idv.s T air 22, Chapter
1153
FOR SALE
86 Men Lynx. Super Shape. Rustprool
stereo. New radials. Etc. 40 MPG. $3100.
Oskar 581 3925. 866 4251 Ise
.HELP WANTED
20 smiling- waves needed lor pleasant
reieph(wie work in Bangor office Must dies
neatly . speak dearly. and be enthusiastic
twain --Weienttoperiingi- 114-1—ni-
atedlakely. 85.00 an hour plus dilly bonus
_  
awl eirentiw plan ,iipply In pawn: kr.ADIA
VII1AGL Bangor office 27 Stale SL
CLASSIFIEDS
MAC PROGRAMMER needed k* CD-ROM
- game pod from Alan ST 942-7374
Re( reation direciors Town of Vt'd/le Wei
in dins tor. (600 per hour) two wastant
directors. (500 per .hour) Pa arts & crafts
director (500 an hour), for surnmer program
- July 10 to August 18, Apply before March
1-7;lellt Nur 110/Wie iCMTI ACP 1084
Mn. St. Wait, Me. 04401 ,
LOST & FOUND
MUNE) *re *bard Shoo. frai we-
la Imam tiallpsiang ke. Warn %kw&
Coiad ITy %OW 2308
LOST - IMPDRTANT! 'anyone inch a le!
digs with a ald sneaker. aid wooden narne
Joinder key chain. piease crwalact lennifei at
866-3749
LOST., area of 1wngs1 Gsm.' Woman's ring
Gold with black oval Reward. CALL. I. Cyr
827-7627
LOST: Ilan due binder with inexican fig
tan little HaLl viiniiV11 found
*or call 942-4815 and .1eave
REWARD!
• PERSONAL
PRODUCTS
Am.i nobody s husmess but Your own!
( ()Morns personal hygiene 'needs by mail
ree prk Int Privacy muted
ell Being. Ovo, 14.1.0 8,.14 9737.
Nev. Haven. CT 06536
ROOMS FOR RENT
'To sublet. 1 room effiency available 3-1-89
( all Joanne at 866-4276. Lease a rilfssaSP
SALES
11 00 per bag at Orono Thrift Shop. 34 prk e
boutique 11 4 Sale Dates 2-15. 2-22. 31
SPRING BREAK!
iUN BkLAk Na hand irom
8299.00 Package Muth& RoundiriP air.
Translers 7 rughb bold. Beath pidiet.Tret
lunch. Cruise. Free (Amnion to nightclubs.
Taxes and mote!!! Cantain padiages aho
available" Organize small group. eam tree
trip! 1,800 231-0113 or (203) %7-3330
WAKE N BAKE in -.(iubt:A
Unbebevable spring tweak padcages starting
at $439 Call Sun Splash Tours at
1-800-426-7710
SUMMER JOBS
SUMMER 1.MPIOY1ENT Murdwic's fudge
Martha's Vineyard. Mae; Salr.- clerks
and assistant candy makers
Write Murdidrs Fudge.
5377 Londonderry SI
Grand Raps& MI 49508
PERSONALS --
Dem B.nnna Kayoko San.
We will miss you very much Come ki\IF
ll• with vi hisband aid bve babsesxi neer
Future
y.= Beg= *bete,
Many,. Stew rierid
Do we have a 'dynanic' presentabon yet?
Low. Bunny
Ni. Mike. Hats. 9evoti and Tracy -
Congratulatims on your new offices! You
am all enthusiastic faixthous members. Good
luck and Best wishes!
[MAINE Circle K
GM 2 problem?
Havee-a gripe?ment parks. now accepting applications h.-
4wIrk8 and mirryner OIL lorrishiPs. and -----7------Writeilletter to
career positions f or more information and
an applicabon. writ Nabonai Collegiaa
Recreation Service PQ Box 8074; Hilton
Head. SC 29938
Resort hotels. advances. airlines arid gam-
if
Thursday's Special
LasagNa
NtaNg0
ONly $5.25
A generous plateful of pas a,
cheese and fresh lean meat
. smothered in David's own
sauce. Plus oven warmed garlic
bread and cotd, crisp salad for
a budget pleasing price.
•
A Unique Italian Restaurant
28 Mill St Orono, ME 04473 207/866-4200
I.
The Daily
Maine Campus,
Suite 7A
Lord Hall.
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Cutlet( Healln CeNteR
SpniNg Semesten Senvices
Continuing full services for students
BY APPOINTMENT or for URGENT CARE
(no appointment required)
SOO a.m. - 4:30 p.m. Monday through Frid_yi _ • I
with full Cutler Health Center staff, ‘,
including Pharmacy, lab and x-ray.
4,  41
au sided services for AFTFRHoURS URGENT-CA—RE
for assessment and referral as necessary.
. Monday - Thursday -
Friday - 6:00 - 8:00 p.m.,
Saturday S Sunday - 12 noon '66:00 p.m.
Staffed, by a Nurse Practitioner
(pharmacy, lab S x-ray_notavailable)
To nsafteCiit appointment call 581-4000,
Monday - Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
•
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